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ABSTRACT

A magnetocaloric effect with wide tunability was observed in melt-spun

amorphous Gd65Fe15-xCo5?xAl10Si5 (x = 0, 5, 10) alloys of different Fe/Co ratios.

Their magnetic properties were compared with those of the previously inves-

tigated parent alloy Gd65Fe10Co10Al15. The glassy structure of the melt-spun

samples was confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and 57Fe Mössbauer spec-

trometry. Their Curie temperatures (TC) were between 155 and 195 K and

increased significantly with decreasing Co content. The highest value of the

magnetic entropy change DSM = - 6.8 J/kg K was obtained for Gd65Fe5Co15
Al10Si5, when the magnetic field was increased from 0 to 5 T. Refrigerant

capacity (RC) takes values close to 700 J/kg for the whole series of the alloys.

The occurrence of the second-order phase transition and the conformity of the

magnetic behavior with the mean field model were concluded on the basis of the

analysis of the universal curves and the values of the exponent n (DSM � Hn).
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

Introduction

The magnetocaloric effect (MCE), discovered in 1881

by Warburg [1], results in temperature changes in a

magnetic material subjected to an external magnetic

field. Interest in magnetic refrigeration, alternative to

the commonly applied refrigeration techniques, has

increased since the discovery of the giant magne-

tocaloric effect (GMCE) in 1997 in the compound

Gd5Si2Ge2 [2]. This physical phenomenon has been

widely studied mainly in intermetallic compounds

and in many classes of materials with different

chemical compositions. However, current research

driven by a strong demand for magnetic cooling as

an environmentally friendly and efficient technology,

focuses on systems such as amorphous and nanos-

tructured bulk materials, as well as thin films, mul-

tilayers, and quantum dots. The solutions based on

these systems are also realizations of the idea of

energy harvesting associated with the search for new

methods for efficient energy production and cooling

or heating processes. There has been great interest in

new high performance magnetocaloric materials

characterized by high magnetic entropy (DSM) and

adiabatic temperature changes (DTad).

Pure gadolinium is a typical example of MCE

material, mainly due to its Curie temperature of

293 K, which is close to room temperature, and its

rather high magnetocaloric performance. Nowadays,

it remains the material of choice for studying the

efficiency of semi-commercial magnetic refrigerators

[3, 4]. Materials undergoing magnetostructural tran-

sition [5] and other crystalline materials [6, 7] have

recently been extensively studied and are still of high

importance. On the other hand, rare earth-based

oxides have become an important new area of

exploration in the search for new magnetocaloric

materials [8, 9]. Recently, vitreous materials [10–13]

have also emerged as attractive research objects due

to a combination of excellent soft magnetic proper-

ties, corrosion resistance, nearly zero magnetic hys-

teresis losses and their considerable ability to tune

Curie temperatures [14–16]. Since the Curie temper-

ature can be generally specified as a midpoint of the

useful temperature range for magnetocaloric appli-

cations of materials undergoing a second-order

magnetic transition, the tunability is defined as the

magnitude of changes in the critical temperature with

changing composition. Moreover, most amorphous

systems exhibit a second-order magnetic phase tran-

sition with a significant broadening of the peak in the

temperature dependence of magnetic entropy chan-

ges [17], due to the presence of chemical and topo-

logical disorder. The refrigerant capacity (RC) is

calculated from the width and height of the DSM(T)
peak. In general, the RC is directly proportional to the

amount of energy, which can be acquired from the

magnetocaloric material and is one of the key

parameters determining its applications. It is maxi-

mized by increasing the value of the full width at half

maximum of the magnetic entropy changes (dfwhm)

and the value of the magnetic entropy changes at the

transition temperature (DSpkM). Usually, the RC of soft
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magnetic amorphous materials is much higher than

that of their crystalline counterparts. Although, the

values of DSpkM for amorphous materials are lower

than those of crystalline systems [2, 14, 18], a higher

RC and excellent mechanical properties still make

them attractive candidates for further studies as

candidates for magnetic refrigeration systems. The

magnetic and magnetocaloric properties of a large

number of amorphous Gd-based alloys, such as

Gd65-xRExFe20Al15 (x = 0–20, RE = Tb, Dy, Ho, Er)

[19], Gd65Mn35-xGex (x = 0, 5, 10) [20], Gd60X30In10
(X = Mn, Co, Ni, Cu) [16], Gd55Co20Al24.5Si0.5 [12]

and Gd55FexAl45-x (x = 15–35) [21], have already been

studied.

The aim of our study was to combine the well-

known advantages of Gd-based magnetocaloric sys-

tems with those of disordered structures in the

amorphous alloys of Gd65Fe15-xCo5?xAl10Si5 (x = 0, 5,

10) and compare their pure magnetic and magne-

tocaloric properties with those of Gd65Fe10Co10Al15
parent alloy, previously described in [22]. Si was

substituted with the aim of improving the glass

forming ability of Gd-Fe-Co-Al alloys. Particular

attention is given to the analysis of the critical

behavior and to the master curve calculations [23].

Experimental details

The Gd-Co-Fe-(Al, Si) pre-alloys were synthesized by

arc-melting in Ar atmosphere from high purity (3 N

or more) elements. The ingots were repeatedly mel-

ted to ensure their homogeneity. The ribbons were

prepared by the melt-spinning technique under Ar

atmosphere at a wheel surface velocity of 42 m/s.

The structural properties were analyzed by X-ray

diffraction (XRD) using a TUR M-62 with HZG 4

goniometer in Bragg–Brentano geometry (Co Ka

radiation). The thermal behavior of the alloys was

studied by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

using a Netzsch DSC 404 apparatus at the heating

rate q equal to 20 K/min in the temperature range

from 50 to 600 �C. Magnetic field dependencies of

magnetization were measured with a Physical Prop-

erty Measurement System (PPMS) using the vibrating

sample magnetometer option (VSM). The M(H) de-

pendences were used to calculate the magnetic

entropy changes DSM (using Maxwell relation) and in

further analysis (e.g., master curves). The RC values

were determined from the -DSM(T,H) dependences

[24]. The hyperfine structures at 57Fe sites were

investigated by the 57Fe transmission Mössbauer

spectrometry to obtain information on the local 57Fe

environment at the atomic scale. The spectra were

obtained at 300 K using an electromagnetic trans-

ducer with a triangular velocity form and a 57Co/Rh

c-ray source. The samples were in the form of a thin

powder containing about 5 mg Fe/cm2 obtained

from ribbons after crushing them by hand to reduce

texture and internal stress effects. The hyperfine

structure was modeled by means of the least-square

fitting procedure involving quadrupolar doublets

composed of Lorentzian lines using ‘MOSFIT’ pro-

gram developed at Université du Maine.

Results and discussion

The X-ray diffraction patterns (Fig. 1) are typical of

amorphous systems for all the alloys investigated in

the as-quenched state, except for Gd65Fe15Co5Al10Si5,

whose diffractogram showed small reflections

marked by stars from an unidentified phase (most

probably Gd-rich [25]).

The differential scanning calorimetry curves mea-

sured in isochronal mode at a heating rate equal to

20 K/min are shown in Fig. 2. There are two distinct

exothermic events above 300 �C for each sample, but

other additional shallow and wide peaks are also

visible. In general, the Si-containing samples are

Figure 1 X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns for as-quenched

Gd65Fe15-xCo5?xAl10Si5 (x = 0, 5, 10) and Gd65Fe10Co10Al15
alloys.
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more structurally stable than the parent alloy

Gd65Fe10Co10Al15 (the first exothermic events are

marked by arrows in Fig. 2) and crystallize in a more

complex way. The enthalpies of the distinct peaks

range from 1 to about 6 J/g. A more detailed analysis

of the crystallization processes as well as the study of

crystallization products is out of the scope of the

present paper. It should simply be noted that Gd65-

Fe10Co10Al15 exhibits the lowest thermal stability

(taking into account transition temperatures) from

among the studied samples, while for the Si-con-

taining samples the substitution of Fe for Co increa-

ses the crystallization temperature (Tp1) even more

significantly. The low thermal stability of Gd65

Fe15Co5Al10Si5 alloy may be also related to pre-ex-

isting nanocrystallites, which may act as crystalliza-

tion facilitators [26].

The 57Fe Mössbauer spectra recorded at 300 K are

shown in Fig. 3. It should be emphasized that the

absorption area is quite small (note the relative trans-

mission scale) due to a low content of Fe and a high

content of Gd (heavy element and therefore c-photon
absorbing atom). Therefore, the spectrum of Gd65

Fe5Co15Al10Si5 (the lowest Fe content) is not shown

here. The quadrupolar hyperfine structures result from

line broadening,while their asymmetry depends on the

chemical composition. The shape of the experimental

lines can be successfully fitted by considering (i) a finite

number of quadrupolar components describing inde-

pendently the quadrupolar splitting and isomer shift,

or (ii) a continuous distribution of quadrupolar

splitting linearly correlated with the isomer shift to

reproduce the asymmetry. The parameters obtained

from the fit are the mean values of isomer shift and

quadrupolar splitting that are independent of the

model assumed (see Table 1). The second model is

more often applied for the interpretation of the

quadrupolar and/or magnetic (Zeeman splitting) 57Fe

Mössbauer spectra recorded for the amorphous

Fe-containing alloys. The values of q = (\QS2[/

\QS[ 2) which lie in the range 1.22–1.27 (see Table 1)

are consistent with the results for an amorphous

structure [27]. However, the quadrupolar splitting

distributions show two peaks, suggesting that there are

two main types of local Fe environments. Indeed, the

dominant Gd content relative to the Fe and other

atomic species contents suggests that Fe is preferen-

tially surrounded by Gd atoms, but the presence of Co,

Al and Si modifies the first coordination shell.

The isothermal magnetization curves of the alloys

Gd65Fe15-xCo5?xAl10Si5 (x = 0, 5, 10) and also

Gd65Fe10Co10Al15 were measured for the magnetic

field increase from 0 to 5 T over a wide temperature

range. The first quadrants of these hysteresis loops

were taken into account to calculate the changes in

magnetic entropy, as a function of temperature and

magnetic field, using Maxwell’s relation [28]:

Figure 2 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) curves for

Gd65Fe15-xCo5?xAl10Si5 (x = 0, 5, 10) and Gd65Fe10Co10Al15
alloys measured at the heating rate of q = 20 K/min.

Figure 3 The 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of Gd65Fe15-xCo5?xAl10Si5
(x = 0, 5) and Gd65Fe10Co10Al15 amorphous alloys measured at

300 K.
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DSM ¼ l0

ZHmax

0

dM

dT

� �
H

dH;

where DSM, l0, H, T and M represent the change in

magnetic entropy, magnetic permeability of vacuum,

magnetic field strength, temperature and magneti-

zation, respectively. The curves of DSM(T) are

depicted in Fig. 4 with the calculated RC values. The

temperature shift of the magnetic entropy peak DSpkM
with stoichiometry is rather significant and naturally

associated with changes in TC. The maximum peaks

of the magnetic entropy curves (DSpkM) of the samples

studied appear in the range 150–200 K and are cor-

related with the changes in their TC temperatures,

which depend on the samples stoichiometry. TC val-

ues for Gd65Fe5Co15Al10Si5, Gd65Fe10Co10Al15,

Gd65Fe10Co10Al10Si5 and Gd65Fe15Co5Al10Si5 deter-

mined on the basis of M(T) curves measured in

l0H = 0.05 T are equal to 154, 160, 175 and 191 K,

while those roughly determined on the basis of

DSM(T) curves are equal to 155, 160, 175 and 195 K,

respectively. The maximum values of magnetic

entropy changes (Dl0H = 5 T) are varying from -6.8

to -5.0 J/kg K. Such a distinct change in Curie tem-

perature values has been observed for example in

Gd60M30In10 (M = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu) [16] and Fe80-

xB12Cr8Gdx (x = 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 11) [29], and called the

tunable MCE. The refrigerant capacity is calculated as

the integral of magnetic entropy changes and is given

by the formula [2, 28]:

RC ¼
ZT2

T1

�DSM Tð Þj jdT;

where T1 and T2 are the temperatures at half maxi-

mum of the ascending and descending parts of the

DSM peak, respectively. So, the changes in DSpkM and

the shape of DSM(H,T) are of the highest importance

when analyzing the refrigerant capacity. The changes

in the shape of the magnetic entropy peaks for the

melt-spun ribbons studied are typical of glassy sys-

tems, i.e., the peaks broaden, which directly affects

the RC values. The refrigerant capacity values of

Table 1 Refined values of hyperfine parameters for amorphous Gd65Fe15-xCo5?xAl10Si5 (x = 0, 5) and Gd65Fe10Co10Al15 alloys

Composition \ IS[mm/s ± 0.01 \QS[mm/s ± 0.01 q = \QS2[ /\QS[ 2 ± 0.02

Gd65Fe15Co5Al10Si5 - 0.11 0.54 1.27

Gd65Fe10Co10Al15 - 0.11 0.51 1.24

Gd65Fe10Co10Al10Si5 - 0.11 0.53 1.22

Figure 4 Temperature dependences of magnetic entropy change

DSM calculated for melt-spun Gd65Fe15-xCo5?xAl10Si5 (x = 0, 5,

10) and Gd65Fe10Co10Al15 alloys from the magnetization

isotherms measured up to 5 T.

Figure 5 Temperature dependences of exponent n for amorphous

Gd65Fe15-xCo5?xAl10Si5 (x = 0, 5, 10) and Gd65Fe10Co10Al15
alloys.
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Gd65Fe15Co5Al10Si5, Gd65Fe5Co15Al10Si5 and

Gd65Fe10Co10Al10Si5 are equal to 668, 680 and 698 J/

kg, respectively. The highest RC was found for

Gd65Fe10Co10Al15 and equals 700 J/kg. The RC val-

ues are comparable with those of the other Gd-based

systems, e.g., Gd65Fe20Al15 [30] with RC = 726 J/kg,

and Gd55Co20Fe5Al18Si5 [26] with RC = 719 J/kg [31].

This confirms that the presence of nonuniformity of

magnetic structure (broad distribution of transition

temperature) leads to a reduction in the height of

DSM(T) peak but also to its broadening, which allows

easy control of refrigerant capacity.

The field dependence of the magnetic entropy

changes can be used to determine the magnetic

properties of the alloys in more details and can be

expressed in the following form:

n ¼ d ln DSMj j
dlnH

:

In general, the field dependence of the magnetic

entropy follows a power law of the field, DSM / Hn

[23]. The values of the exponent n versus temperature

are plotted in Fig. 5. According to the value of the

exponent n, the above-mentioned dependence can be

divided into three field independent ranges, below,

above and at the Curie temperature. For all samples

studied, the value of the exponent n is close to 2/3 at

TC, which is in excellent agreement with the mean

field theory. Therefore, as expected, it tends to reach 1

at low temperatures and 2 well above TC [32].

V. Franco et al. [23] have proposed a master curve

analysis for materials with a second-order phase

Figure 6 Master curves for the applied magnetic field ranging from 0.2 to 5.0 T determined with temperature step DT = 5 K for

amorphous Gd65Fe15-xCo5?xAl10Si5 (x = 0, 5, 10) and Gd65Fe10Co10Al15 samples.
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transition. C.M. Bonilla et al. [33] have constructed a

universal curve for the family of Laves phases and

mixed manganites. Furthermore, it has been shown

that this approach does not work for the systems with

a first-order phase transition. The construction of the

phenomenological master curve is based on the nor-

malization of magnetic entropy changes DSM’ in dif-

ferent external magnetic fields into corresponding

values of temperature and is given by the formula

[23]:

H ¼ � T � TCð Þ= Tr1 � TCð ÞT�TC

T � TCð Þ= Tr2 � TCð ÞT[TC
;

�

where Tr1 and Tr2 are the reference points for each

curve, determined as 0:5DSpkM (except

Gd65Fe10Co10Al10Si5, for which better scaling was

achieved for Tr1 = Tr2 = 0.4). The universal curves for

Gd-based amorphous alloys are shown in Fig. 6. All

master curves collapse for H[ 0 (in the paramag-

netic region) and no deviations were observed. As we

have shown [34], deviations at temperatures below

the magnetic phase transition may be related, for

example, to dynamic magnetic ordering in crystalline

compounds. No clear deviations can be observed in

Fig. 6, even below H = 0, confirming that the phase

transition in all analyzed samples is of the second

order, as expected for metallic glasses.

To complement the discussion, we present in Fig. 7

a comparison of two characteristic parameters of

magnetocaloric materials. The transition temperature

Figure 7 Transition

temperature dependences of

the refrigerant capacity (a) and

maximal isothermal magnetic

entropy changes (b) divided

by the magnetic field changes

for Gd65Fe15-xCo5?xAl10Si5
(x = 0, 5, 10) and

Gd65Fe10Co10Al15 alloys

(marked by red dots) and

various Gd-based amorphous

materials from literature

(marked by full black dots).

The analogous data for the

pure Gd and Gd-Mn

crystalline alloys are presented

for comparison.
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dependences of the refrigerant capacity RC divided

by the magnetic field change l0DH (Fig. 7a) and the

maximum magnetic entropy changes DSpkM divided by

the magnetic field change l0DH (Fig. 7b) are shown

for the alloys studied (red dots), for various Gd-based

metallic glasses described in the literature, for pure

Gd and Gd–Mn crystalline alloys for comparison.

The l0DH divisor was applied to remove the mag-

netic field effect, but it should be kept in mind that

the magnetic field dependences of the magnetic

entropy changes and the refrigerant capacity are not

linear in the whole l0H range. Nevertheless, such a

comparison has revealed some additional informa-

tion about the possible performance of the examined

alloys. The most important conclusion that can be

drawn from Fig. 7 is the significant impact of transi-

tion metal and simple metal substitutions not only on

the values of magnetic entropy changes and refrig-

erant capacity but also on the values of transition

temperatures. It was also confirmed that the small

variations in chemical composition can allow the

Curie temperature to be tuned over a wide range.

Conclusions

The thermal stability, structural, magnetic and mag-

netocaloric properties of the melt-spun alloys

Gd65Fe15-xCo5?xAl10Si5 (x = 0, 5, 10) were determined

and compared to the properties of the parent alloy

Gd65Fe10Co10Al15 [22]. The samples of the melt-spun

alloys unambiguously exhibit amorphous structures

as confirmed by X-ray diffraction, except for

Gd65Fe15Co5Al10Si5, in which a small volume fraction

of crystalline phase was detected. The Curie tem-

peratures, determined on the basis of temperature

dependences of magnetic entropy changes, range

from 155 to 195 K for the analyzed samples. The

substitution by metalloid atoms can be used to tune

the Curie temperature, simultaneously causing

insignificant changes in the other magnetic or mag-

netocaloric properties. On the other hand, changes in

the Fe/Co ratio are well established to play an

indispensable role in inducing changes in the critical

temperature, mainly due to alterations in the

exchange integral according to the Bethe-Slater curve

[42]. The peaks of the variations of magnetic entropy

with temperature are very broad which can be con-

sidered as an advantage, as it could allow a wider

working temperature range for these magnetocaloric

materials. The refrigerant capacities are close to

700 J/kg for all the investigated alloys. Although the

maximum value of magnetic entropy changes for

amorphous alloys, it is slightly lower than that of

crystalline systems: this high RC makes glassy rib-

bons attractive for further investigation in terms of

possible applications, e.g., in magnetic refrigerators.

All the analyzed alloys exhibit the second-order

phase transitions and magnetic behavior consistent

with the mean field model, as confirmed by the uni-

versal curves and the n exponent analysis.
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